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Summary
Our project aimed to enhance and support the delivery of Development

Education in the West of Ireland. This was to be achieved through

connecting local and regional educational structures with the broader

Development Education community in Ireland and through carrying out

specific capacity building measures. Our work areas in 2012 consequently

focused on continuing to support both primary and post-primary teachers

and schools, integrating Development Education at NUI Galway, outreach

& public events, and building on our links with the Arts in Galway.

Supporting Primary & Post-primary teachers

• Capacity-building workshops for teachers

• Development of a module for Early Years

• Supporting schools on Development Education issues

• Participation in Baboró

NUI Galway

• series of workshops for students going on overseas placements

• facilitating sessions for SUAS Global issues course

• delivering workshops & presentation for School of Education

programmes

• supporting student placements / work-experiences

Outreach & public events

• Four training days

• Latin America week

• Series of public events

• Book Club

Links with the Arts

• Workshop for primary teachers & parents as part of Baboró

• Supporting the development & production of Siúl

• Galway African Film Festival
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Who we are
The GOWC is a Development Education Centre based in the West of

Ireland. It offers training to educators, youth and community workers

as well as working directly with students, youth and community groups

and the general public to provide in depth and up to date information

on global development issues through workshops and resources in our

centre. The centre also facilitates people to get in touch with similar

organisation in Ireland and abroad.

The GOWC was set up in 1992 as a result of a feasibility study carried

out by students of a community development course at NUI Galway.

The study looked at existing development education centres, potential

NGO support for the setting up of a centre in Galway as well as interest

amongst people involved in development education.

Vision

Galway One World Centre’s vision is to work towards creating an

inclusive society:

• that is no longer damaged by injustice, oppression and exploitation.

• where power and resources are justly shared.

• where people live with dignity, freedom and self-determination.

Aim

Working in partnership with organisations, groups and individuals,

Galway One World Centre’s mission is to create educational

opportunities in Galway that develop a critical analysis of the unequal

power relationships that historically and currently exist between

diverse groups, both locally and globally. 

Galway One World Centre’s purpose is to empower and influence

people through education to create a world where all people have

equality of rights, opportunities and respect.
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Organisational Structure
The GOWC is a Limited Company and is governed by its Articles of

Association. It is governed by a Management Committee consisting of

individuals and organisational representatives with a variety of

experiences and skills. The Management Committee are also Directors of

the Limited Company. The Committee meets monthly to review work

plans and make strategic decisions on the focus of the work of the Centre.

Day to day authority and responsibility is delegated to the Coordinator.

From time to time working groups are set up when required to carry out

specific tasks and are made up of Management Committee members, staff

and volunteers (such as local educators or activists).

One such working group was set up in 2012 to oversee the running of the

Galway African Film Festival. It advises the GOWC on choice of films and

guests, and helps with the promotion of the festival.

Governing Codes

The GOWC is a signatory of the Dóchas Code of Conduct on Images and

Messages (www.dochas.ie/code) and commits to applying the Code’s

principles for all their communications.

This Code of Conduct was developed by the members of Dóchas, the Irish

association of Non-Governmental Development Organisations and

adopted in 2007. It supplies a framework for sound and fair

communications across the NGO sector in Ireland and beyond. The Code is

designed to support NGOs when communicating development issues and

to assist with the day-to-day work of the variety of Irish organisations and

their partners, working in long-term development, development

education and humanitarian relief.

The GOWC is actively pursuing good governance through implementing

good practice and participating in reviews and ongoing training

opportunities in the area of governance. As such it has signed the Dóchas

Code of Corporate Governance

(www.dochas.ie/Shared/Files/4/CGAI_Governance_Code__FINAL.pdf)

which describes the agreed framework for a number of development

NGOs in Ireland. 
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Our work with schools and

youth groups
Primary & post-primary

In 2012 / 2013 we continued to support teachers (both primary & post-

primary) to include development education content and methodologies.

This involved working with primary teachers of Educate Together Schools

in Kilcolgan and Galway, which included storytelling workshops for all

students from junior infants to 6th class and giving information to parents

and teachers during International Fairs. In the post-

primary sector we worked extensively with St

Josephs on their Community Learning Initiative

through providing weekly workshops for Leaving

Cert Students. We ran workshops on a variety of

issues (diversity local and global, debt, social

justice etc) with post-primary schools in

Ougtherard, Kinvara, Gort and Tuam. We developed a development

education module for Early Years Educators and collaborated with Trócaire

to deliver storytelling workshops during Baboró. 

NUI Galway

We supported student-led engagement by running development

education workshops for the Student Union, ALIVE, and for SUAS Global

Development Courses as well as supporting a number of initiatives of the

School of Education at NUI Galway. 

ALIVE

Through ALIVE we ran a series of pre-departure and debriefing workshops

for students participating in overseas placements, specifically in the Global

South.  The workshops aimed to explore some attitudes and assumptions

about development, challenging stereotypical perceptions of the regions

and peoples and considering the concepts of charity and solidarity.
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SUAS

We provided both the opening and closing workshops for the SUAS 2012

Autumn programme at NUIG. The workshops introduced participants to

key concepts in DE, exploring attitudes to development and challenging

assumptions about global

relationships. The closing workshop

further explored concepts of

development and solidarity and

looked at building successful

approaches to action on development

issues.

School of Education

The GOWC participated in the

Development Education Day of the

School of Education which aims at

integrating Development Education

as a much more significant

component across all Initial Teacher

Education programmes offered at the

University. 

We continued to provide workshops and lectures for PGDE students on

development education. These sessions were intended to provide

students with a grounding in DE concepts and values and to explore a

range of key areas such as Aid, Debt and Trade Justice, and why teachers

should be addressing these issues.

As part of the Masters in Public Advocacy we ran a training session on

images and messages.

Volunteering

We facilitated student placements for students from the MA in Philosophy,

Ethics & Global Change (which researched and compiled a short video on

the experiences of immigrants living in Galway) and the MA in Public

Advocacy (exploring linking of DE organisations in Ireland and abroad). 



Outreach & Public Events
Training events

We organised a number of different training courses

and events for educators and community activists in

Galway:

Conversational Approaches to Education for Social

Change

This one-day training looked at how educators can

create conversations that facilitate change and

learning in their Communities, and was a joint event

with IDEA. 

Resistance is Fertile! Challenging global issues creatively

Two day global debt & social media training giving an overview / update

of both local and global aspects of the debt crisis followed by an

introduction to the use of online tools including facebook and twitter.

Animation for a Change

This day-long workshop introduced participants to the basics involved in

creating short animated movies to explore and communicate complex

ideas. Facilitated by Lisa Fingleton, the fully booked workshop covered

storyboards, sound recording and editing for online use.

Introduction to Basic Film-making for social change

In conjunction with IDEA and the Huston School of Film & Digital Media

we organised a workshop on ‘basic film making techniques’ for educators

and community activists. This hands-on workshop built participants’ skills

in using film-making as a means of public engagement with their work.

Siúl

Galway-based choreographer Bernadette Divilly asked

the GOWC to support her in developing a new project,

‘Siúl – the Walk of Survival & Transcendence’. Siúl

explored the beauty of the human gait and its

expression as a way of understanding the themes of

survival and transcendence common to all human

beings across cultures and was shown at the Town Hall

Theatre.
8
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Other Events

A Hundred Thousand Goodbyes/ Walk to Honour Emigrants Past And Present

Galway historian and author Willie Henry led a guided Famine Walk through

the City, shedding light on some of the key features of local famine history.

The event was organised to make connections between Ireland’s history and

the contemporary experiences of those forced to leave their homes.

Older People – The Forgotten Voices in Development?

Together with Age Action the GOWC ran a workshop about the situation of

older people in Ireland and how they compare to those in other countries.

Latin America Festival 2012

Latin America Week 2012 was celebrated with a number of different events

in Galway. First up was a public talk with Becca Mohally Renk of the Centre

for Development in Central America who spoke of the work of the CDCA in

Nicaragua. This was followed by a film showing and public talk on “La Via

Campesina”in the Huston School of Film & Digital Media. Friday evening saw

a demonstration of Capoeira in the Spanish Arch, while a closing conference

provided plenty of food for thought on the Saturday. 

Ireland and the Shadow Banking System

This talk shone a light on the workings of the Shadow Banking System in

Ireland – the mechanism by which the Global South is denied billions of

euro in legitimate tax revenue, contributing to difficulties for Southern

countries to fund development and poverty eradication programmes. The

talk was introduced and given a DE context by the GOWC and presented by

Dr. Conor Mc Cabe of UCD’s Equality Studies programme.

Book Club

Our book club finally took off in 2012 with people geting together to read

books by authors which don’t always appear on mainstream lists e.g.

authors form Africa, Latin America, Asia etc. Books were selected by the

GOWC and by book club members; occasionally, different books by the

same author were chosen, to give people the chance to sample a selection

of an author’s work and discuss common themes. Books that had been

chosen include Ben Okri’s Starbook, Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, Keri

Hulme’s The Bone People, Vargas Llosa’s Feast of the Goat and Chimamanda

Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun. We are always welcoming new

members and for more information please contact Trisha at the centre.
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Galway African 

Film Festival
The fifth annual Galway African Film Festival took

place on May 25th, 26th and 27th 2012. 

A total of 10 films were screened:

• All I Wanna Do - a music documentary about a father & son’s attempt

to record a hip-hop album.

• Kinyarwanda – drama exploring the role of religion in the Rwandan

genocide

• Death for Sale – Moroccan Thriller about disenfranchised youth (Irish

Premiere)

• Glitterboys & Ganglands – documentary about the Miss Gay Western

Cape Pageant

• Forbidden - documentary on the weeks before the Egyptian Revolution

• Tamantashar Yom – series of shorts by different Egyptian directors

dealing with the effects of the revolution

• Viva Riva!– award-winning thriller from the DRC

• This is my Africa – exploration of what Africa means to Africans and

Africaphiles

• Town of Runners – docu-drama about running and the impact of it on

a village in Ethiopia

• Anchor Baby – drama about the experiences of Nigerian immigrants in

the USA

The festival was officially launched by James Harrold, Galway City Arts

Officer on May 18th, 2012.

Aims of GAFF
• provide an alternative to mainstream films &

cinema

• provide different perspectives on Africa for an

Irish audience

• provide access to African movies for people in

Ireland

• challenge the idea that ‘mainstream’ = ‘white’
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Finances
The GOWC is primarily funded from the Development Education budget of

Irish Aid, with other funds coming from NGOs and through workshop fees.

The table below gives an abridged version of our annual income &

expenditure, for a copy of the full accounts please see

http://galwayowc.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/gow-final-accounts-

2012.pdf

Income
Irish Aid €88,579.00

Trócaire €4,500.00*

Workshop Fees €1,549.00

Other income €1,263.00

Total €95,891.00

Expenditure
Educational Programme €60,042.00**

Galway African Film Festival €12,348.00

Administration / Overheads €14,835.00

Rent €7,502.00

Total €94,727.00

* Trócaire adjusted their funding timeframe to a calendar year, so money

applied for in 2012 has been earmarked for expenditure in 2013.

** This includes all outreach and project work with schools, the university,

youth and community groups.

We are grateful to all our funders for the

support given to us.
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Many thanks to ...
The Galway One World Centre would like to thank the members of the

Management Committee for their support: 

• Sean Conneally (Chairperson) 

• Danielle Kennan (MC member) 

• Letizia Gorini (MC member)

• Adedotun Adekeye (MC member)

• Gary Goggins (MC member)

• Miriam Omoro (MC member)

Special thanks are due to the staff without whose commitment the

GOWC could not function: 

• Heike Vornhagen (Co-ordinator) 

• Sharon Murphy (Anti-Racism Worker) 

• Vicky Donnelly (Education Worker) 

• Trisha Buddin (Administrator)


